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The Angels of Nature
Also known as
The Angels
of

Paruch
Beloved,
This planet,
taking millions and millions of years to evolve,
is an outward manifestation of invisible Universal Laws and Divine
Virtues.

Divine Awareness exists and expresses itself everywhere, in everything.
Divine Being manifests omnipresently, omnipotently, and omnisciently

in all time and space.

"Seek ye first the kingdom of heaven, and all else shall be given unto
you."
"The kingdom of heaven is found within."
"Keep your eye single and your body shall be filled with light."
By keeping our inner eye of the imagination, which programs the pineal
gland,
single on the kingdom of heaven found within each one of us,
we tread the mystical path of perfection.
The connection with and longing to out picture spiritual perfection
and unity with Divine Light
is at the heart of the survival instinct in all of nature.
From this original divine encoding,
all of nature exhibits wondrous adaptations of survival.
The scrolls of time therefore unfold and immortal ages stretch onward
into far distant eons of manifest creation.
By studying the ways of nature, great wisdom and power are accessed
for
clarity and perfect purity of divine emotions, to help all survive even the
most challenging of situations and even change fate.
Emotions are compressed information and determine glandular
secretions
of powerful consciousness altering and body altering chemicals in the
blood.
By charging self or others with emotions of the original purity of all
ideas in divine mind, fate is altered even on the physical level.
Consider the miracle of fire-walking.
For many generations, people have been walking unharmed over
glowing hot coals.
They do this by imagining walking over a cool stream,
and feeling emotions of victory and triumph.
The body effortlessly adapts, and the bare feet of the participants go
unharmed.
Likewise, with our eye single on the kingdom of heaven within,
our bodies flow with joy,
and life everlasting.

P-A-R-U-Ch

PThrough the divine virtue of the longing for spiritual perfection, we
awaken divine nostalgia, the longing for purification and transformation
of ones being,
and the ability to perceive beauty universally, as the quality of God
manifesting in form.
A and Through the divine virtue of enlightenment and wisdom, we tap
into the highest wisdom, illumination,
and truths of the divine mind to bring into cosmic perspective and
context all of manifest reality.
umlaut A, ae... We teach to recognize and release all
imperfections in will, thought, emotions,
and form back to Divine Providence for transformation into other
states that are the highest good of all.
RThrough the divine virtue of following inner guidance, we help
develop an e minent mind,
including impeccable respect for and service to absolute law.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation,
and is the supreme Law over all laws in all dimensions.
THE LAW OF ONE
We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM,
and I AM one with all there is;
I ask that only THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL concerned happen.
I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!

UThrough the divine virtue of creation and its karma, we teach secrets
of the akasha principle, which is the principle of
consciousness-penetrating-all,
and the mysteries of how the quadripolar magnet, which is the powers of
will, intellect, emotions and sensations and logic, acts upon the whole
of matter.
We help each child of light enter deep trance states,
in which they see the causes of situations, and change these causes,
and thereby change fate forever more for the highest good of all.
ChThrough the divine virtue of clarity and perfect purity, we teach
how to purify the emotions.

With everflowing pure divine emotions, the divine working of rhythm to
heal or even
raise the dead or cause degeneration,
through the Quabbalistic use of the power of the word is clearly
understood.
Mastery of the principle of rhythm is gained.
The Quaballistic power of the word is the practice of controlling the
consciousness by meditating on a divine virtue
on the four levels of being-will, intellect, emotions, and sensations
and logic, and use this consciousness to create and manifest Heaven on
Earth.
We help the children of divinity remember that everything in
nature, in its natural pristine state, reflects the original purity
of all ideas as manifestations
of divine will, mind, emotion, and sensations that out picture Divine
Mind with perfect clarity and purity of emotion.
Step by step, insight after insight after insight, secrets of
manifestation continue to unfold in all of nature.
Great is the wisdom that can be gained from reading the book of life
that nature provides to the discerning awareness.
We help people understand how the tetrapolar magnet, the four
levels of divine awareness [that are being-will, intellect,
emotions, and sensation,
or Delta, Theta, Alpha and Beta brainwaves], manifest
through nature, including and especially in the sacred temple of the
Children of God, in the bodies of humankind.
As enlightenment grows, every aspect of nature and the human body is

seen as representing important qualities of divine energy.
Allowing nature to flourish naturally becomes "natural law".
"All that I do, ye shall do and more."
Human hair is allowed to grow naturally, lifestyles are tuned to natural
biorhythms, forests and ecosystems are nourished and water flows
freely etc.
As the longing for unity with Divine Light and inner guidance are
followed, the eyes of spiritual seeking see the wonders of nature,
and understand the meaning behind the mighty works of Divine
Providence.
Spiritual perfection is manifest in the deep canyons, the soaring
mountains, the bodies of all life, and the perfection of the physical
bodies of the Children of Light.
All that is manifest on the physical earth is reaching toward
expressing greater and greater perfection through the tetrapolar
magnet,
the action of Divine Being and Will, divine ideas, divine emotions, and
divine sensations manifesting into forms.
"Know ye not that ye are gods?"
"Mankind is made in the image and likeness of God."
The perfection of the most High evolves ever greater beauty, majesty,
harmony, clarity and perfect purity, and majesty on Earth.
It has been taught in mystery schools that contained within the human
body are secrets of the Infinite, as it has been written,
M an is made in the Image and Likeness of God.
This is true on every level.
As above, so below.
By keeping the attention focused and single on the kingdom of heaven
within,
vast powers are discovered, but harm is never created for self, others, or
creation itself.
As scientists decipher the Phi code of life in the helical strands of
DNA, or even the spirals of delicate seashells,
they study the handiwork of Divine Consciousness.
Every facet of the human body is an example of the manifestation of the
tetrapolar magnet.
As children of light attune individual consciousness with Divine
Consciousness and experience joy, the physical creations of their own
being, wills, their
own intellects,
their own emotions and sensations are designed to create and attract
perfection into manifestation on Earth.
Mankind co-creates with Divine Being.
"For I have not given you the spirit of fear, but of joy, and life
everlasting."
By understanding that EVERYTHING in creation is subject to change, a
person changes realities within the microcosm of self,
through attention and meditation,

and in so doing, through intent, change outer realities as well.
The outer reality is changed from within in meditation.
Through the tetrapolar use of divine virtues, especially of the
letters of our name,
a person learns how to apply the secrets of Nature in practical ways
using Universal Laws.
In this way souls soar upon wings of wonder, changing fate and
seeing and manifesting heights of revelation and awe.
On Earth as it is in Heaven.
If something feels like joy in your heart, that is a good sign,
as our biophysical world mutates into greater complexity to
adapt to the incoming photonic downloads from the Central Sun of
central suns.
Even though we are experiencing an alignment with galactic center
that
happens only every 26,000 years, an alignment with the central sun
that is a step down transformer from a higher central sun,
an even greater wonder is happening now!
There is a new additional larger alignment,
one that is prophesized in many cultures,
even bigger than the 26,000 year one,
with suns in ever larger configurations,
that has never happened before in recorded history.
This is the time of enlightenment!
MIRACLES
**
*******
**
*

Here is important information about understanding divine wisdom as it
manifests in nature.
Please share, as social customs of cutting human hair is one way
we have been weakened.

The Truth About Hair and Why Indians would keep
their Hair Long
This information about hair has been hidden from the public since the
Viet Nam War .
Our culture leads people to believe that hair style is a matter of
personal preference, that hair style is a matter of fashion and/or
convenience, and that how people wear their hair is simply a cosmetic
issue. Back in the Viet Nam war however, an entirely different picture
emerged, one that has been carefully covered up and hidden from
public
view.

In the early nineties, Sally [name changed to protect privacy] was
married to a licensed psychologist who worked at a VA Medical hospital.
He worked with combat veterans with PTSD, post traumatic stress
disorder. Most of them had served in Viet Nam.
Sally said,  I remember clearly an evening when my husband came back
to our apartment on Doctors Circle carrying a thick official looking
folder in his hands.
Inside were hundreds of pages of certain studies commissioned by the
government.
He was in shock from the contents.
What he read in those documents completely changed his life.
>From that moment on my conservative middle of the road husband
grew his
hair and beard and never cut them again.
What is more, the VA Medical center let him do it, and other very
conservative men in the staff followed his example.
As I read the documents, I learned why. It seems that during the Viet
Nam War special forces in the war department had sent undercover
experts
to comb American Indian Reservations
looking for talented scouts, for tough young men trained to move
stealthily through rough terrain.
They were especially looking for men with outstanding, almost
supernatural, tracking abilities. Before being approached, these
carefully
selected men were extensively documented as experts in tracking and
survival.
With the usual enticements, the well proven smooth phrases used to
enroll new recruits, some of these indian trackers were then enlisted.
Once enlisted,
an amazing thing happened. Whatever talents and skills they had
possessed on the reservation seemed to mysteriously disappear, as
recruit after recruit failed to perform as expected in the field.
Serious casualties and failures of performance led the government to
contract expensive testing of these recruits, and this is what was found.
When questioned about their failure to perform as expected, the older
recruits replied consistently that when they received their required
military haircuts,
they could no longer s ense the enemy, they could no longer access a
s ixth sense, their intuition no longer was reliable, they
couldnt read
subtle signs as well or access subtle extrasensory information.
So the testing institute recruited more indian trackers, let them keep
their long hair, and tested them in multiple areas.
Then they would pair two men together who had received much the
same scores
on all the tests.
They would let one man in the pair keep his hair long, and gave the
other man a military haircut. Then the two men retook the tests.
Time after time the man with long hair kept making high scores.

Time after time, the man with the short hair failed the tests in which
he had previously scored high scores.

Here is a typical test:
The recruit is sleeping out in the woods. An armed e nemy
approaches the sleeping man.
The long haired man is awakened out of his sleep by a strong sense of
danger and gets away long before the enemy is close, long before any
sounds from the approaching enemy are audible.
In another version of this test the long haired man senses an approach
and somehow intuits that the enemy will perform a physical attack. He
follows his s ixth sense
and stays still, pretending to be sleeping, but quickly grabs the
attacker and kills him as the attacker reaches down to strangle him.
This same man, after having passed these and other tests, then received
a military haircut and consistently failed these tests, and many other
tests that he had previously passed.
So the document recommended that all Indian trackers be exempt from
military haircuts.
In fact, it required that trackers keep their hair long. 
Comment:
The mammalian body has evolved over millions of years.
Survival skills of human and animal at times seem almost supernatural.
Science is constantly coming up with more discoveries about the
amazing
abilities of man and animal to survive.
Each part of the body has highly sensitive work to perform for the
survival and well being of the body as a whole.
The body has a reason for every part of itself.
Hair is an extension of the nervous system, it can be correctly seen as
exteriorized nerves, a type of ' highly evolved 'feelers or 'antennae'
that transmit vast amounts of important information to and from the
brainstem,
the limbic system, and the neocortex.
Not only does hair in people, including facial hair in men, provide an
information highway reaching the brain, hair also emits energy,
the electromagnetic energy emitted by the brain to other parts of the
body
and into the outer
environment.
This has been seen in Kirlian photography when a person is
photographed
with long hair and then rephotographed after the hair is cut.
When hair is cut, receiving and sending transmissions to and from the
environment are greatly hampered.

This results in numbing-out .
Cutting of hair is a contributing factor to unawareness of
environmental distress in local ecosystems.
It is also a contributing factor to insensitivity in relationships of
all kinds.
It contributes to sexual frustration.
Conclusion:

In searching for solutions for the distress in our world, it may be
time for us to consider that many of our most basic assumptions about
reality are in error.
It may be that a major part of the solution is looking at us in the
face each morning when we see ourselves in the mirror.
The story of Sampson and Delilah in the Bible has a lot of encoded
truth to tell us. When Delilah cut Sampsons hair, the once
undefeatable Sampson was defeated.

Footnotes:

The names and meaning of angel groups come from Quaballah, which is a
very ancient set of teachings which together form a common precursor,
or root, of three of the world's religions: Judaism, Islam, and
Christianity.
Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of the heavenly host
in the zone girdling the earth, and the angels who work with him or her.
The being and the angels share the same name. This name is a key to
their powers and influence.
Names, phrases, or sections in the angel messages are quoted or
paraphrased from the books of Franz Bardon.
Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone girdling the earth is
referenced from THE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-02-6,
and Information of the divine virtues and the letters are referenced
from THE **KEY**TO THE TRUE QUABALLAH, ISBN 3-921338-12-4].
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeberg, Wuppertal/W. Germany. These books have
very important information for these studies.

The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a
preparatory book for the others. Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book,
"Frabato the Magician", gives historical background and was compiled by
his German publisher from notes written by Franz Bardon.

Feel free to share these messages.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation,
and is the supreme Law over all laws in all dimensions.

THE LAW OF ONE
We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM,
and I AM one with all there is;
I ask that only THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL concerned happen.
I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!
So it is.
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